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Color Constancy
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Vision is useful because it informs us about the physical
environment. In the case of colm~ two distinct functions
are generally emphasized (e.g., Jacobs, 1981; Mollon,
1989). First, color helps to segment objects from each
other and the background. A canonical task for this
function is locating fruit in foliage (Regan et al., 2001;
Sumner & Mollon, 2000). Second, color provides infm'
mation about object properties (e.g., fresh fish versus
old fish; figure 38.1). Using color for this second function is enabled to the extent that perceived object color
correlates well with object reflectance properties.
Achieving such correlation is a nontrivial requirement,
however, because the spectrum of the light reflected
from an object confounds variation in object surface
reflectance with variation in the illumination (figure
38.2; Brainard, Wandell, & Chichilnisky, 1993; Hurlbert, 1998; Maloney, 1999). In particular, the spectrum
of the reflected light is the wavelength-by-wavelength
product of the spectrum of the illumination and the
object's surface reflectance function (figure 38.2B).
The dependence of the reflected light on illumination
leads to ambiguity about object reflectance because
changes in the spectrum of the reflected light can arise
from changes in object reflectance, changes in illumination, or both. Despite this ambiguity, color appearance is often quite stable across illumination changes
(e.g., Helmholtz, 1896/2000; Katz, 1935; Brainard,
2004). The approximate invariance of object color
appearance is called color constancy. VVhen color conc-stan<:yfails, as in the case of Uluru (figure 38.2A), it is
prterwJmc:n<m to remark on.
Ambiguhy occurs pervasively in perception (e.g.,
1978; Helmholtz, 1896/2000; Wolfe et al.,
and at higher levels of processing (for example,
l;m_gnag<o) (Foder, Bever, & Garrett, 1974; Miller, 1973).
how biological information processing
informational ambiguity is a priority for vision
(e.g., Brainard, 2009; Knill & Richards, 1996;
& Lotto, 2003; Rust & Stocker, 2010). Object
perception provides a model system for moving
characterization forward.
chapter provides an update on the treatment of
constancy that appeared in the first edition of this
(Brainard, 2004). Our emphasis here is to

provide a self-contained introduction, to highlight
some more recent results, and to outline what we see
as important challenges for the field. We focus on key
concepts and avoid much in the way of technical development. Other recent treatments complement the one
provided here and provide a level of technical detail
beyond that introduced in this chapter (Brainard, 2009;
Brainard & Maloney, 2011; Foster, 2011; Gilchrist, 2006;
Kingdom, 2008; Shevell & Kingdom, 2008; Smithson,
2005; Stockman & Brainard, 2010).
MEASURING CONSTANCY

The study of constancy requires methods for measuring
it. The classic approach to such measurement is to
assess the extent to which the color appearance of
objects varies as they are viewed under different illuminations. Helson (1938; Helson & Jeffers, 1940), for
example, trained observers to use a color-naming system
(Munsell notation) and then had them name the colors
of surfaces viewed under different illuminants. He
found very good constancy as long as the illumination
was not too close to monochromatic.
More recent work has focused on continuous measures. For example, in a cross-illumination asymmetric
matching experiment, the observer acljusts the color of
a matching stilnulus seen under one illuminant so that
it appears to have the same color as a reference stimulus
presented under another illuminant (e.g., Arend &
Reeves, 1986; Brainard, Brunt, & Speigle, 1997;
Burnham, Evans, & Newhall, 1957). The conceptual
idea is illustrated in figure 38.3. The top of the figure
illustrates two contexts, shown as two collections of flat
colored rectangles (so-called mondrians), each uniformly illuminated. One context is defined as the standard context, and the other is defined as the test
context. In the figure the two contexts differ because
the collection of surfaces in each is seen under a different illuminant. In parallel with our nomenclature for
the context_.;;, we refer to these as the standard and test
illuminants. A reference surface is presented in the
standard context, and the observer's task is to adjust a
matching surface, presented in the test context, so that
its color appearance matches that of the reference.

Color tells us about object properties: The sushi on the left plate looks more appetizing than the sushi on the
right plate. (Image on left courtesy of Michael Eisenstein. Image on right manipulated by hand in Photosh op to simulate aging
of the fish . After a demonstration by Bei X iao.)
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FIGURE 38.2
(A) Ulunt, a sandstone formation in the Australian outback famous for its large changes in color appearance.
T hese changes occur because of variation in the spectrum of the light impinging on the rock, which in ntrn affects the reflected
spectrum. What is unusual a bout Uluru is not the illumination changes-these are pervasive in natural viewing- but that they
are perceived as la rge changes in object color. Photographs copy•;ght © Anya Hurlbert and reproduced with permission. (B)
T he sp ectrum of the light reflected from an object, C(A.), is the wavelength-by-wavelength product of the illuminant spectrum
E(A.) and the object's surface reflectance S(A.). The same spectrum reaching the eye can arise from many different combinations
of illuminant and surface. The figure illustrates two such combinations.

Various techniques may be used to produce and manipulate the stimuli for this type of experiment (for examples, see Arend & Reeves, 1986; Brainard, Brunt, &
Speigle, 1997; Delahunt & Brainard, 2004; Xiao et al.,
2012).
To connect asymmetric m atches to color constancy,
consider p ossible experimental outcomes. O n e possibility is that the observer will set the m atching surface to
have the same reflectance as the reference surface
despite the change in illuminant. This surface will
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reflect different light to the observer under the test
illuminant than under the standard illuminant. An
observer who sets such a match would be considered
perfectly color constant ( 100% constant, figure 38.3)
because for such an observer we can infer that the ref~
erence surface retains its appearance across the ch ange
in illuminant.
A second possibility is that the observer will set the
matching surface so that it reflects the same spectrum
to the eye under the test illuminant as does the

standard

0%
constancy

!

0

observer A

test

\

100%
constancy

0

observer B

FIGURE g8 .g In a cross-illumination asym metric matching task, an obse•·ver is presented with two con texts. In the figme these
are shown as two collections of colored rectangles (so-called mond1;ans). One context is the standard, and the other is the test,
with the illumination differing between the two. The expe rimenter presen ts a 1·efere nce surface in th e standard context, and
th e subject adj usts a matching surface presented in the test context until its color matches that of the reference. In the figure
the reference and matching su rfaces are at the cen ter of their corresponding mondrians. Below the mondrians are shown five
example matches that might be set by an observer. One possibility is that the observer will set a match that has the same surface
reflectance as the reference surface. This is illustrated on the right and labeled 100% constancy. An other possibility is that the
observer will set a match that corresponds to a differe nt surface reflectance, but that reflects the same spectrum as the reference. This is shown sch ematically on the left and labeled 0% constancy. Observer matches typically fall between these two
theoretical e ndpoint~, a nd a constancy index may be assigned according to where between the endpoints the match lies. For
example, if observe1· A sets the match indicated by th e leftmost arrow, then A's constancy index would b e approxi mately 25%.
Similarly, observer B's constancy index would be approximately 75%.

r eference surface under the standard illuminan t. This
possibility is d epicted at the left-hand side of the se t of
sample squares in the figure. Note that the m a tch es set
by an observer o f this type are the same as those th at
would b e se t on the b asis of physical measurements of
the reflected sp ectrum. Thus, we say that an observer
who sets this type of match has no constan cy (0%
constant).
In actual experiments observers' m atches ten d to lie
between the two possibilities described above: The
matches are neither 0% con sta nt n or 100% constant.
Based on this it is common to use asymmetric matching
data to assig n a constancy index value, typically ranging
between 0% a nd 100%, that characterizes h ow close the
observer's matches are to the idealized e ndpoint

matches. Such in dices summarize p erforma nce and
allow consideratio n of wh at factors influe nce the degree
of constancy exhibited by observers. A n umber of
sources d iscuss the qua ntitative analysis used to compute
constancy indices from asymmetric matches (Arend e t
al., 1991 ; Brainard , Brunt, & Speigle, 1997; Brainard &
Wandell, 1991; Troost & d e Weert, 1991).
A second method that h as been used to assess constan cy is achromatic adjustment. This method is conceptually similar to asymmeu-ic m atching except that
instead of adjusting a test surface to match a physical
reference, the observer adjusts th e chrom aticity of a test
so that it appea rs achromatic and then repeats this
adjustmen t with the test e m bedded in a varie ty of contexts. The r esulting achromatic chromaticities obtained
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in different contexts are th en considered to be match ed
in appearan ce, and th e da ta can be analyzed to produce
constan cy indices in much the same way as achromatic
ma tching data (Bra inard , 1998) . Speiglc and Brainard
(1999 ) established th a t asymmetric m a tching and achro m ati c adjustm ent lead to similar conclusions abo u t
constancy wh en th e two tasks are compared wi th wellma tched stim uli. Ach romatic adjustment allows o ne to
study p erformance across contexts presented in isolati o n without introdu cing a h eavy m em o ry load on the
observer.
BASI C OBSE RVATION S

Give n a n unde rstanding of how constancy may be m easured , we can turn to making some basic empi tical
generalizations fro m over 100 years of experime ntal
li terature. Much of the experimental litera ture has conside red a simplified labora tory model in which a spati ally diffuse light source h omogen eously illumina tes a
set of flat matte su rfaces (flat-matte-diffuse conditions; fo r
reviews see Brainard, 2004; Brainard & Malo ney, 2011;
Maloney, 1999; fo r a selection of exp erime n ts see Ar end
& Reeves, L986; Brainard, 1998; Brainard, Brunt, &
Speigle, 1997; Delahun t & Braina rd, 2004; Gra t1Zier et
al., 2005; B elson & J effers, 1940; Kraft & Brainard,
1999; McCann, McKee, & Taylor, 1976; Olkkonen,
H ansen, & Gegenf urtne r, 2009) . Such simplification is
reasonable. Altho ugh on e might view a ch a racte ri zation
of constancy fo r the rich er conditions of n atural viewi ng
as th e ultimate end goal, it is also true that natural
scenes are very complicated . To m ake experimental
progress some d egree of simplification is necessary, and
actual experiments represe nt a compromise between
an a ttempt to capture key aspects of natural viewing and
an a ttempt to p rovide en ough experime ntal control
that the da ta are in terpretable.
Fo r fla t-matte-d iffuse conditio ns constancy across illuminant changes can be very good. Brainard (1998), fo r
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example, used real illumi nated surfaces and the m eth od
of achromatic adjustme n t and found constancy indices
of abou t 85%. High degrees of constancy can also be
obser ved wi th stimuli that consist of graphics simulatio ns of illuminated o bjects (Delahunt & Bra inard,
2004, experim ent J, ave rage con stan cy index 73%) .
Foster (2011 ) p rovides th e constancy ind ices fo und in
a large number of studies many of which are similarly
high . Su ch high d egrees of constancy arc consistent
with the intuition that the color appearance of obj ects
does no t change much fro m one situation to an o ther,
and data of this type lead to the .e mpirical generalization that human color con stancy is ve ry good when all
tha t is ch anged is th e scene illumination .
In most studies of constancy th e exper im e n tal manipulati o n is as described above- th e illuminan t is ch anged
while the surfaces surround ing the lest and referen ce
ar c held fixed . This is the manipulatio n that is illustrated by the comparison be tween figure 38.4A and
fi gu re 38.4B. Althoug h th e mo ti vation for studying this
type of manipula tion is o bvio us, no te that for a collection of scenes where m ost of the surfaces never change,
constancy is not a challe nging computatio nal proble m .
Indeed, ch anging o nly th e illumin ant is no t the o nly
way to vary the context in which an obj ect is seen . The
comparison between fig ure 38.4A and fig ure 38.4C
illustrates a case in which the illuminant changes and
the reflectance of the surface that forms th e im mediate
backg round of the test also cha nges. In this example
the change in background reflectance was chosen to
exactly can cel th e effect of the illuminan t change for
tha t backg round surface so that the light reflected from
the backgro und rem ained the same. The effect of this
m anipulation is to silence local contras t as a cue to
constan cy. For stimulus ma nipulations of this type constancy is reduced but not eliminated (De lahunt &
Brainard, 2004; Kraft & Brainard, 1999; Kraft, Ma lo n ey,
& Brainard, 2002; McCann, 1992; McCann, H all, &
Land, 1977; Werner, 2006). For example, Delah u nt and

c

FIGURE g8.4 Experimental manipulations used in studying constancy. Between A and B the ill uminant has changed. Between
B and C the illuminant is held constant, but the reflectance of the background surface has been changed so that the light
reOectecl fro m the background is the same as in A. Images depict sti muli used by Delahun t and Brainard (2004). (Reprinted
with permission from Brainard & Maloney, 2011.)
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Brainard (2004, experiment 2) found an average constal1CY index of 22% across context changes of this type.
Kraft and Brainard (1999) showed similarly that manipulations that silence the change in the most luminous
surface in the contextual image or the change in the
spatial average of the reflected light have a similar
effect: Constancy is reduced but not completely
eliminated.
The results outlined above highlight the point that
blanket statements about the degree of human constat1Cy are not useful because the measured degree is
highly dependent on the stimulus manipulation chosen
for study. Any successful model of constancy must
account not only for the fact that_ constancy is sometimes very good but also for the systematic failures of
constancy that can be observed. This point appears
underappreciated in the literature and is critical to bear
in mind when one is comparing the degree of constailCY reported across studies.
MODELING CONSTANCY

One approach to understanding how constancy varies
with different stimulus manipulations is to connect
human performance to a model of how an ideal visual
system would estitnate and correct for illuminant
changes so as to stabilize object color appearance. Early
efforts along these lines focused on the information
carried by the spatial mean of the reflected light or on
the information carried from the most luminous surface
in the scene Qudd, 1940; Land, 1964; von Kries, 1902,
1905). Models of this sort capture a number of regularities in the data for experiments when only the illuminant is changed (McCann, McKee, & Taylor, 1976),
but their predictions deviate from the data when the
cues they rely on are silenced experimentally (Kraft &
Brainard, 1999).
A 1nore general approach is to ernploy a Bayesian
algorithm to estimate the illuminant (Brainard &
Freeman, 1997; D'Zmura, Iverson, & Singer, 1995;
Gebler et a!., 2008) and to use this to predict performance. The Bayesian approach has the advantage that
sensitive to all the information about the illuminant
by the initial visual representation of color. This
informtation is provided by the isomerization rcttes of
>pllmtoj)i~:ment in three classes of cone photoreceptors
Brainard & Stockman, 2010). Indeed, there is
information not only in the spatial average of the
isomerization rates but also in their covariance
higher-order moments. Note that the observation
the covariance of the isomerization rates carries
about the illuminant precedes Bayesian
l;reatrneJnts of color constancy (MacLeod & Golz, 2003;

Maloney & Wandell, 1986; Webster & Mollon, 1995;
Zaidi, 1998).
Brainard and colleagues (Brainard eta!., 2006) used
the Bayesian approach to model the data of Delahunt
and Brainard (2004) and showed that it provided a
good account of performance. The essence of their
model was to assume that observers, in effect, use a
specific Bayesian algorithm to estimate the illuminant
and then discount the effect of this estimated illuminant (see also Brainard, Brunt, & Speigle, 1997; Brainard & Wandell, 199!; Speigle & Brainard, 1996).
Brainard (2009) and Brainard and Maloney (2011)
provide a conceptual review of this approach and
how it may be generalized to more complex viewing
situations.
A key feature of Brainard et al.'s (2006) Bayesian
model is that it correctly predicts variation in the degree
of measured constancy across different stimulus manipulations and connects this variation to the information
about the illuminant available in natural images.
Although the efficacy of this model has not been tested
extensively even within the restricted flat-matte-diffuse
stimulus ensemble, it provides both a framework for
thinking about constancy at Marr's (1982) computational level of analysis and theory that links the computations to measurements of human performance. In
addition, a successful computational model is important for understanding the neural mechanisms that
subserve constancy in that such a model characterizes
the phenomena a neural theory must account for. That
said, an important challenge for theories of color constancy remains elucidation of the mechanisms that
implement it in the human visual pathways. In this
regard the Bayesian analysis does not provide any direct
insight about the mechanisms that accomplish constancy.
The earlier version of this chapter (Brainard, 2004;
see also Stockman & Brainard, 2010) provides an overview of mechanistic ideas as they relate to color constancy, and we briefly review these ideas here. At a
general level, 1nechanistic accounts of constancy focus
on the notion of adaptation. This is the idea that the
transformation between the initial representation of
the stimulus and responses later in the visual pathways
depends on context. As noted above, the initial representation of a color stimulus is given by the isomerization rates of photopigment in three classes of cone
photoreceptors (e.g., Brainard & Stockman, 2010).
These are referred to as the L (long-wavelength-sensitive), M (middle-wavelength-sensitive), and S (shortwavelength-sensitive) cones. Subsequent retinal and
cortical processing then transforms the LMS cone representation into one that consists of sums and
COLOR CONSTANCY
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differences of signals from the different cone classes. At
various sites along the pathways that implement this
transformation, the signals are subject to multiplicative
gain control as well as a subtractive form of adaptation
(e.g., Blakeslee & McCourt, 2004; Chen, Foley, & Brainard, 2000; Engel & Furmanski, 2001; Jameson &
Hurvich, 1964; Poirson & Wandell, 1993; Shevell, 1978;
Stiles, 1967; Valeton, 1983; von I\.ries, 1902; Wade &
Wandell, 2002; Walraven, 1976; Webster & Mollon,
1994; for reviews see Smithson, 2005; Stockman &
Brainard, 2010; Walraven & Werner, 1982; Webster,
1996). Key is that the exact values of the multiplicative
and subtractive transformations depend on the viewing
context, so the representation corresponding to any
triplet of LMS cone isomerization rates varies with
context. Adaptation of this sort supports constancy to
the extent that its overall effect is to stabilize the postreceptoral representation of the light reflected from
objects across changes of illumination (as well as other
contextual changes).
A challenge for connecting our mechanistic understanding of color adaptation to color constancy is that
the stimuli that have been used to study constancy are
generally more complex than those that have been used
to study adaptation. For example, we know that constancy as measured under flat-matte-diffuse conditions
is well described by changes in multiplicative gain (e.g.,
Bauml, 1995; Brainard, Brunt, & Speigle, 1997; Brainard & Wandell, 1992; McCann, McKee, & Taylor, 1976).
What we do not know is how to independently derive
the values of the multiplicative gain from a specification
of a spatially rich stimulus. Two lines of research that
aim to close this gap are worth note. First, Webster and
Mollon (1994, 1995) analyzed how illuminant variation
changes the mean and covariance of cone isomerization rates and showed that measured adaptation to such
changes could support color constancy with respect to
illumination changes. Second, Blakeslee and McCourt
(2004; Blakeslee, Reetz, & McCourt, 2009) developed a
model of lightness based on an abstracted model of
mechanistic processing from retina to early visual cortex
and showed that such a model can account for a variety
of constancy-related lightness effects. Pushing the connections between mechanistic models, computational
models, and the empirical data represents an important
research frontier.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS

It is now possible to imagine a fairly complete account
of color constancy for flat-matte-diffuse stimuli, although
there is still much to be done. Even within the flatmatte-diffuse stimulus ensemble, we can go further
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toward incorporating a growing knowledge about the
statistical structure of natural scenes as it pertains to
color (surface reflectance functions:Jaaskelainen, Parkk.inen & Toyooka, 1990; Krinov, 1947; Nickerson, 1957;
Parkkinen, Hallikainen, & Jaaskelainen, 1989; Vrhel,
Gershon, & lwan, 1994; illuminant spectral power distributions: DiCarlo & Wandell, 2000; Judd, MacAdam,
& Wyszecki, 1964; calibrated color images: Burge &
Geisler, 2011; Ciurea & Funt, 2003; Gehler et al., 2008;
Geisler & Perry, 2011; Olmos & Kingdom, 2004; Tkacik
et al., 2011; hyperspectral image datasets: Chakrabarti
& Zickler, 2011; Foster, Nascimento, & Amano, 2004;
Longere & Brainard, 2001; Parraga et al., 1998; Ruderman, Cronin, & Chiao, 1998). Nonetheless, one can
envision how a focused research program could bring
together the computational and mechanistic ideas outlined above and test these with experiments that are
within current technical reach.
Thus, it is worth asking, suppose that enterprise of
understanding color constancy for flat-matte-diffuse
conditions is brought to a successful conclusion, what
would remain to be done within the field of color constancy? Below we outline what we see as some important
directions.

Real-World Scenes
Real scenes do not consist of flat matte surfaces under
diffuse illumination. First, real scenes exist in threedimensional space so that objects differ in their depth
as well as their position on the retinal projection.
Second, real objects have three-dimensional shape and
are made of nonmatte materials. Third, real objects
often have texture of some sort, so that surface reflectance can vary across an object. Finally, real illumination has geometric structure.
Figure 38.5 illustrates richness that is introduced
when we depart from flat-matte-diffuse. Figure 38.5A
shows the effect of varying the three-dimensional pose
of a flat matte surface when the light is dii·ectional: .·
rather than diffuse. As illustrated by the figure,
amount of light reflected to an observer de!pt!ncls;
strongly on the pose. Although the figure illustrates
effect for a change in intensity, similar effects occur·
color (Bloj, Kersten, & Hurlbert, 1999; Boyaci, Dc•en:cn;
ner, & Maloney, 2004). If the visual system did
compensate for such effects, objects would change
appearance as a function of their pose in the
dimensional environment.
Constancy with respect tO surface pose has mcei.ve'
attention in the literature, although primarily in
domain of lightness (Bioj & Hurlbert, 2002;
Kersten, & Hurlbert, 1999; Boyaci, Doerschner,
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38.5 (A) Pho tograph of the same surface in two
differen t poses with respect to a directio nal light source. T h e
intensity of the light reflected fro m the surface varies with
pose. (Rep ri n ted with p e rmissio n from Ripam on ti et al. ,
2004.) (B) Two o~j ects ("blob" a nd "pepper") made from the
same material and rende red unde r the same spatially complex
illumi na tion field . T he pattern of light refl ected to th e eye
across the obj ect va1ies with object sha pe. Th is varia tion is
shown expliciLiy by the colored squa res (left), whic h are
drawn fro m individual pixels o n the "blob." (Figure courtesy
of Maria O lkkon en.) (C) Illustrative image pa tc hes from polychromatic o~jects. Clockwise from upper left: salmon (odginal photograph copyrigh t © J am es Bowe); leaf (original
photograph copyright © Peter Sh an ks); sweater ( 01;gin al p hotograph copyright © "orchidgalore"); eggplant (original p hotograph copyrigh t© Liz West). Image patches obtained from
photographs posted at flickr.com; all were posted under
the creative comm o ns atu·ibutio n 2.0 genedc license (http:/ I
creativecommons.org/licenses/ by/ 2.0/ deed .en ).

Maloney, 2004; Boyaci, Malo ney, & H ersh, 2003; Doerselm er, Boyaci, & Maloney, 2004; Epste in, 1961 ; Gilchrist, 1980; Hochberg & Beck, 1954; Radonjic,
Todorovic, & Gilchrist, 20 10; Ripam onti e l a!., 2004) .
The bulk of this work indicates lhat the human visual
system indeed co m pensates for changes in reflec ted
light that arise from changes of surface p ose within
lhr ee-dimensio nal scenes, allh o ugh the exact stimulus
conditions lhat suppo rt such compe nsatio n are less well
understood. Otlllines of th eories tha t could be deployed
to understand these effects are also available. One line
of tho ught seeks to connect th e result of three-dimensional manipulations of surface pose to r esults for flatmatte-diffuse conditio ns by invokin g gro uping principles
that segment lhe three-d imensio nal scene into separa te
frameworks and applying principles derived from
studies of simplified stimuli to undersland what happens
within each fram ewo rk (Gilchrist, 2006; Gilch1ist e t al.,
1999; see also Adelson , 2000; Anderson & Winawer,
2005). A second approach is to extend the computational approach described above to include geom e tric
aspects of the illumination (Bloj et a!., 2004; Boyaci,
Doerschner, & Maloney, 2004; Boyaci, Maloney, &
H ersh, 2003; Doerschner, Boyaci, & Malo ney, 2004;
reviewed in Brainar d & Malon ey, 2011).
Figure 38.5B sh ows how the lig ht reflected from a
three-dimensio nal obj ecl can vary across th e surface of
the object. For a fixed surface reflectance the pattern
of reflected light can depen d strongly on o bject shape.
Varia tio n in lh e pose of a three-d imensio nal object, the
geo me try of the illumination , and the m aterial out of
which the o bject is m ade affeclS lhe pattern of refl ected
light A challenge is thus to m easure and understa nd
how we judge the color of objeclS in th e face of these
effects. The ch allenge arises because o nce variations in
object shape, p ose , illuminalion geometry, and object
m aterial are introduced into the experimental paradigm , the number of stimulus dime nsions·available for
explo rati o n grows lo a point wh ere syste matic study via
fully crossed designs is no t feasible. T herefore, some
typ e of simplifying theory becomes critical for guiding
experiments. At presen t, such a theory is no l available .
One th eoretical suggestion, explo red primarily in th e
lightness literature, is that simple sum m ary statistics
extracted from the luminance histogram of light
reflected fro m an obj ect mig h t provide direct predictors of its lightness (and also of ilS perceived glossiness) .
Although initial results were pro mising (Motoyoshi e t
al., 2007; Nishida & Shinya, 1998; Shara n e t al., 2008),
this approach has n o t ge neralized well (Anderson &
Kim, 2009; Kim & An derson , 2010; J{jm, Marlow, &
Anderson , 2011 ; Olkko nen & Bra inard, 2010, 2011 ). I t
remains possible, however, that lheories that combine
C OLOR CONSTANCY
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such statistics with other information, such as o~ject
shape, will be useful. Another theoretical approach has
been to test for simplifying empirical regularities (e.g.,
separability of effects of shape and illumination geometry/spectra), but these efforts have not to date led to
successful accounts of the empirical data (Olkkonen &
Brainard, 2010,201 l; Xiao et al., 2012). Work aimed at
generalizing our understanding toward the full richness
of three-dimensional objects and scenes thus remains
exploratory.
Many objects (e.g., leaves, skin, rock, fabric) exhibit
reflectance variation with varying degrees of spatial
regularity. This is a form of texture, although the variation often does not have the quasi-periodic spatial structure of stimuli typically studied in the texture literature.
Introspection suggests that reflectance variation need
not prevent us from perceiving objects as having a characteristic color appearance (figure 38.5C). We currently
know little about color constancy for such polychromatic objects, or indeed about how their overall color
is extracted even under a single illuminant, although
interest in this question is growing (Beeckmans, 2004;
Hurlbert, Ling, & Vurro, 2008; Hurlbert et al., 2009;
Hurlbert, Vurro, & Ling, 2008; Ling, Pietta, & Hurlbert,
2009; Olkkonen, Hansen, & Gegenhrrtner, 2008; Vurro,
Ling, & Hurlbert, 2009; Yoonessi & Zaidi, 2010). As with
the geometric effects considered above, progress toward
understanding color appearance and color constancy
for polychromatic objects will require identification
and confirmation of simplifying regularities.

Real-World Tasks
The discussion of constancy above focused on color
appearance as the key dependent measure, and indeed,
most of what we know about constancy is based on
measurements of color appearance. These measurements, however, do not directly characterize performance in real-life tasks that require the use of color to
choose among objects. As Zaidi (I 998; see also Abrams,
Hillis, & Brainard, 2007) has emphasized, an object
could look different across a change in illumination,
but it still might be possible to use color effectively for
object selection or identification. This would, for
example, be the case if a person perceived that the
illumination had changed and used this fact to reason
about o~ject identity. Only a few papers report studies
of how well subjects can use lightness or color to identify objects across changes in illumination (Robilotto &
Zaidi, 2004, 2006; Zaidi & Bostic, 2008). Related work
has considered the extent to which su~jects can discriminate between image changes that result from
changes in illumination and those that result from
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changes in surface reflectance (Craven & Foster, 1992;
D'Zmura & Mangalick, 1994; Foster & Nascimento,
1994; Gerhard & Maloney, 2010). Additional study of
the relation between perceived color appearance and
performance on color-based tasks is a priority for understanding how color is used in the real world.
A second challenge for understanding the role of
color in real-world tasks is that the results of color
appearance experiments can depend on the instructions given to subjects (Arend & Reeves, 1986; Arend et
al., 1991; Bauml, 1999; Reeves, Amano, & Foster, 2008;
Troost & de Weert, 1991). In an influential asymmetric
matching study Arend and Reeves ( 1986) found that
when subjects are asked to "match the hue, saturation,
and brightness of the [target color], while disregarding
as much as possible other areas in the screen," the data
show very little constancy across changes in illuminant.
On the other hand, when they are asked to "to make
the [match] look as if were cut from the same piece of
paper [as the target]," constancy is considerably
better.
There is no agreement about the fundamental nature
of such instructional effects. Some authors (Arend &
Spehar, 1993; Logvinenko & Maloney, 2006; Rock,
1975) posit that su~jects have available multiple perceptual modes of color appearance and that instructions
modulate which 1node is used when making a match.
Other authors are of the view that there is a single perceptual representation and that instructional effects
modulate the degree to which subjects use explicit reasoning (Blakeslee, Reetz, & McCourt, 2008; MacLeod,
2011; see also Gibson, 1966; Koffka, 1935). Distinguishing between these and other related accounts has been
difficult (see Wagner, 2012, for a recent review of the
broad issues in the context of size judgments). This is
in part because the varying views do not make discernibly different predictions for the outcome of most of
the relevant experiments (but see Logvinenko &
Maloney, 2006, for an interesting exceptiori) and in
part because delineating the precise experimental conditions (method, class of stimuli, and instructional
wording) that lead to instructional effects has proved
elusive (Cornelissen & Brenner, 1995; Delahunt &
Brainard, 2004; Logvinenko & Tokunaga, 2011;
Ripamonti et al., 2004). Independent of the theoretical
position one adopts, understanding the relation
between laboratory experiments and how color is used
in real life clearly requires better control and character:ization of instructional (as well as related individual
difference) effects. Our sense is that these issues will
become more acute as we continue to extend
experiments and thinking to richer and more naturale,
istic stimuli.
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